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The European Federation of Na-
tional Maintenance Societies 
(EFNMS), non-profit organisation 
gathering the National Maintenan-
ce Societies (NMS) of 24 European 
countries, has undertaken the de-
velopment of a Maintenance Body 
of Knowledge (BoK). It contributes 
to the EFNMS mission to develop 
the maintenance profession and 
create a European maintenance 
culture
The objective of the EFNMS BoK 
is to define the landscape, scope, 
and the content of maintenance, 
so that this area is better understo-
od, better identified and its impor-

crease competitiveness. By acting 
on the items’ reliability and main-
tainability and on the logistic sup-
port, it participates in risk mana-
gement to prevent failures which 
can have severe consequences. By 
keeping assets in good condition 
during their life cycle, maintenan-
ce brings environmental, economic 
and social benefits and is an essen-
tial pillar for sustainability. The BoK 
must therefore contain knowledge 
on these areas and their relation-
ship with maintenance.
Maintenance is a process, i.e. a set 
of actions, requiring knowledge 
to be performed. Thus, it is from 
the actions that we must start to 
identify the necessary knowledge 
for people involved in maintenan-
ce (fig. 2). The EN17007 standard, 
which describes the maintenance 
processes, forms the basis of this 
work, and allows knowledge to be 
structured according to its use. 
These thus become more concrete 
and directly linked to their imple-
mentation. 
The BoK mainly focuses on know-
how although other knowledge 
and competences are also essen-
tial and should be carefully asses-
sed when looking for qualified 
personnel (e.g., manual skills). The 
know-how is established from 
maintenance subjects related to 
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Issues, methods, techniques and practices to be known  
by stakeholders of the maintenance process

tance within organisations is more 
clearly apparent. It is based on 
the European maintenance stan-
dards and in particular those de-
scribing the maintenance process 
(EN17007) and the qualification of 
maintenance personnel (EN15628). 
To present the BoK content it is im-
portant to consider maintenance 
in its landscape and especially its 
relationships with three other do-
mains in which it plays a leading 
role (fig. 1). 
Coordinated with other processes 
(design, acquisition, production, 
etc.) maintenance contributes to 
physical assets management to in-

Fig. 1 – the maintenance landscape
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industrial issues (e.g., “Life cycle 
management”, “Maintenance & su-
stainability”, “Education and trai-
ning in maintenance”, “Occupa-
tional risks in maintenance”, etc.), 
methods and techniques (e.g., “To-
tal Productive Maintenance”, “Fault 
Diagnosis”, “Root Cause Analysis”, 
“Maintenance KPI”, etc.), areas of 
knowledge and practices (e.g., “ 
Work preparation & scheduling”, 
“Budget control”, etc.).
Over 75 subjects have been listed. 
EFNMS launched a call for experts 
to write short and didactic texts, 
easily understandable by non-spe-
cialists. These texts are collected 
in a booklet (fig. 3) which gives a 
general and introductory descrip-
tion of maintenance with a biblio-

graphy containing references for 
readers who want to know more.
This BoK is a collaborative docu-
ment intended to be regularly sup-
plemented, updated and improved 
under the supervision of a Reading 
committee. Its ambition is to con-
stitute a living reference that clear-
ly explains the maintenance con-
tent and its relationship with other 
processes, and thus contributes to 
the development of maintenance 
for the benefit of stakeholders (see 
efnms website to participate).
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Fig. 2- Relationships between maintenance processes, knowledge, and personnel


